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Stream Crossing
As streams meander across the landscape they continuously supply nutrients and sediments to the area
surrounding them. This explains why the most fertile farmland is often found on flood plains and is intersected
by streams.
Active management is required to ensure this interaction between streams and farmland is beneficial for both
the stream and the farmer. In many cases, streams do not follow property lines making it difficult for farmers
to access all of their property with equipment and livestock. Stream crossings are therefore an important and
necessary management tool.
For the purposes of this guide, stream refers to any watercourse including creeks, rivers, streams and
connected drainage ditches.

The Salmon River, in Langley BC, intersects this farm multiple times making access a challenge.

Benefits of Stream Crossings
Well-designed stream crossings provide many benefits and advantages to both the farm and the environment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Healthier livestock (dry feet, less risk of injury or drowning, less stress)
Healthier riparian area that is ecologically resilient
Less erosion, land slumping and loss of land
More natural flood control provided by intact and healthy riparian area
Improved water quality due to less manure, urine and sediment from livestock
Better fish and aquatic habitat
Cleaner water for livestock to drink
Quicker travel time and ease of crossing for vehicles and livestock
Follows accepted Best Management Practices for agriculture
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1. Before: A fence and bridge were installed to exclude livestock from this stream. However, the fence line didn’t leave enough space for
the riparian area to allow for natural stream channel migration. This led to loss of land and loss of a large portion of fence due to stream
bank erosion (above left). 2. After one year: The fence was moved back to allow for a healthy riparian area to be planted. Large boulders
were also placed along the stream banks to help prevent erosion (above right). 3. Four years after completion (bottom left) and 4.
Fifteen years after completion (bottom right) show a healthy riparian area with no land loss or erosion problems.
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What is a riparian area?
Riparian area refers to the land immediately surrounding or adjacent
to streams, lakes, and wetlands. The exact boundary of a riparian
area is often difficult to determine because it is a zone of transition
between the water body and the upland vegetation. A healthy riparian
area supports a high diversity of indigenous trees and shrubs.
Riparian areas provide many important functions, including:
•

reduces erosion, flooding and drought by holding and slowly
releasing water

•

space to allow for natural stream channel migration

•

filtration of sediment and surface runoff

•

shade for cooler water temperatures

•

food, shelter and traveling corridors for terrestrial & aquatic
species, including fish  

•

source of small and large organic debris, like fallen trees and
leaves
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Introduction

Laws & Regulations
Work undertaken in and around streams is governed by the federal Fisheries Act, the provincial Fish Protection Act,
the Riparian Areas Regulation (RAR), the provincial Water Act, the Water Regulation and applicable local government
bylaws. Depending on the classification of the stream the Navigable Waters Act might be applicable. The Species
at Risk Act (SARA) may also apply if your property is home to species of interest and/or their habitat. It is the
responsibility of the property owner to determine which Acts and Regulations apply to their proposed project.

Fisheries Act - Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO)
The Fisheries Act requires that any work undertaken not result in “serious harm to fish”. This is defined as “the death
of fish or any permanent alteration to, or destruction of, fish habitat”. Those considering installing a stream crossing
project can self-assess their project, or hire a Qualified Environmental Professional (QEP), to determine whether their
proposed project requires a review to be submitted to DFO. The Fisheries Act also prevents the release of deleterious
substances into watercourses and requires that fish passage and sufficient flows for fish be maintained at all times.

Fish Protection Act - Ministry of Environment (MOE)
The Fish Protection Act aims to improve riparian protection
and enhancement as well as allow for more involvement by
the local government in the planning process. The Riparian
Areas Regulation (RAR) requires local governments to protect
riparian areas during development within 30 metres of a
watercourse. Development related to agriculture use is not
included under RAR. However, it is a good idea to consult
your local government bylaws to ensure your proposed
project and intended use is classified as agriculture.

Water Act-Ministry of Environment (MOE)
The Water Act requires that all proposed projects that
will make “changes in and or about a stream” submit an
application for either a Notification or an Approval.
Typically, a Notification is used for works that do not
involve any diversion of water, may be completed within a
short period of time, and will have minimal impact on the
environment or other water uses. Notifications need to be
submitted at least 45 days before the proposed project is set
to begin. An Approval is needed for projects that are more
complex in nature with more potential impacts. This written
Approval must be received before the project can proceed.
The Water Regulation, set out under the Water Act, has
provisions to protect water quality, fish, and wildlife habitat.

Under the Water Act the phrase
“changes in or about a stream”
means “(a) any modification to
the nature of a stream, including
the land, vegetation, natural
environment or flow of water
within the stream; or (b) any
activity or construction within the
stream channel that has or may
have an impact on a stream.”

Qualified Environmental Professional (QEP)
Your project may require an assessment by a QEP. This is an applied scientist or technologist who is registered and in
good standing with an appropriate B.C. professional organization constituted under an Act. This includes a professional
Biologist, Agrologist, Forester, Geoscientist, Engineer, or Technologist. The investment in hiring a QEP is justified
because a well designed crossing that takes into account site specific topography and habitat will be long lasting,
require minimal maintenance, follow all pertinent laws and regulations, and have a negligible impact on the stream
and riparian environment during and after installation.
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Types of Stream Crossings
Every property is different so there is no “one-size fits all” approach to choosing the best stream crossing option. Each
stream crossing needs to be tailored specifically to the stream conditions, the intended uses, frequency of use as well as
budget and timelines.

Bridges
Bridges are the best option for stream crossings because they have the least impact on the stream over the long term.
Initially they can be the most expensive to install but in many cases the benefits outweigh the costs. Free-span (or clearspan) bridges, which span the width of the river without any footings being located in the stream, are considered the best
option.
A professional engineer will be able to ensure the bridge can bear the necessary load, safely span the width of the stream
and plan for proper bank footings. A truck trailer bed or prefabricated concrete decks are good options to help keep the
cost down.

Water and debris can flow unimpeded underneath a freespan bridge. There are no footings that could trap debris or be
undercut over time.

The bridge deck should be longer than the
width of the stream so that the bank footings
don’t encroach on the stream. This reduces
possible erosion around the bank footings and
allows for natural stream channel migration
over time.

Bridges are built to accommodate the high water mark and
flood levels. Proper grading also ensures that the bridge is higher
than the approaches so that runoff is directed into the riparian
area rather than onto the bridge and into the stream.
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Bridge Installation

These photos show the installation of a free-span bridge using a truck trailer bed as the bridge
frame. Truck trailer beds are available in various lengths to fit your stream crossing project. Yellow
cedar was recycled from old telephone poles and used to clad the bridge deck and railings. These
materials helped to keep the cost low and produce a good quality bridge.
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Culverts
Assessing the stream conditions present is very important with culverts so that the correct culvert dimensions, material, installation
point, gradient, and backfill can be chosen. There may be more oversight needed from the appropriate authorities than with a freespace bridge since work occurs directly in the stream. Generally, culverts are best suited to smaller, narrower streams that carry low
sediment loads and have low flow.
More is not always better— the stream channel and flow is broken up between all of the culverts and
debris is easily trapped. This leads to blockages, flooding, erosion and a barrier to fish passage.

This ephemeral stream is dry for the majority of the year and doesn’t follow a set stream channel. Given
these conditions a bridge or in-stream crossing would have been a better option.

Vertical placement of the culvert within the stream bed is very important as culverts shouldn’t change
the elevation or natural gradient of a stream. In this case an artificial waterfall was created which lead to
erosion and scouring of the natural stream bed below the culvert.
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In-Stream Crossings
In-stream crossings, sometimes called fords, are areas of the stream where the stream bed and banks have been sloped and
strengthened so that the act of crossing with vehicles and livestock has less impact. This type of crossing is best suited for
naturally shallow streams with low flow and gradually sloped banks. In-stream crossings are also best in applications where
the stream is crossed infrequently.
The installation of this type of crossing occurs directly in the stream so oversight from the appropriate authorities is needed.
This can be the least expensive option initially but maintenance is ongoing as stream conditions directly impact the crossing.

Before: Exposed soil on the banks leads to sedimentation in the stream (left). After: Large gravel placed in the stream and
on the banks allows cattle to cross without causing sedimentation in the stream (right).

Before: A very degraded stream bank and riparian area
(above left). During: Stream bank slope is reduced at
the point of in-stream crossing to prevent erosion and
degradation from cattle hooves (above right). After:
Completed in-stream crossing with large gravel and
fencing to limit impact of crossing livestock (below left).
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Fencing
Fencing the riparian area and stream to exclude livestock helps to improve the overall health of the stream and should be
done in conjunction with any stream crossing project. If you aren’t going to be installing a stream crossing, perhaps because
you don’t need to access the other side of the stream, fencing should still be done to protect the stream and riparian area from
livestock.

Alternative Watering Solutions for Livestock
There are a variety of different watering systems to consider once livestock have
been excluded from accessing a stream. Options include solar powered pumps,
sling pumps (water current powered), water harvesting pumps (from rainwater
collectors), nose pumps (pictured left) and gravity fed systems. All of these
options limit the need for electrical power.

Wildlife Access & Safety
Wildlife use fields, riparian areas and streams as traveling corridors, food sources,
water sources and habitat. With any fencing project considerations should be
made to allow wildlife to move unimpeded across the landscape. It is important
to know your property and any wildlife uses that may occur such as migration
routes, wintering grounds, and water access routes for example. Planning allows
for a robust fence line that will reduce injuries to local wildlife and will reduce
damage to your fence due to wildlife.
Features that pose a risk to wildlife include fences that are:
•

too high to jump over (particularly for young animals leading to separation)

•

too low to crawl under

•

have loose, broken, barbed or closely spaced wires that could lead to
entrapment

•

are difficult for running animals or birds to see

One of the easiest solutions is to create wildlife gaps (shown left) which allow large
wildlife to hop over and small or young wildlife to pass beneath while still keeping
livestock out of the riparian area.

Reducing Beaver Damage
Riparian areas are natural habitat for beavers and these areas can become more
attractive to beavers once livestock are excluded as more woody shrubs and trees
begin to grow. To prevent the loss of these woody shrubs and trees, beaver caging
can be created with wire mesh encircling the stands of woody shrubs or tree
trunks. Allow for 8-10” clearance within the cage for tree growth and monitor to
prevent girdling or damaging the shrubs or trees as they grow.
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Resources
Canada – British Columbia Environmental Farm Plan
The Environmental Farm Plan (EFP) is a great, industry lead program that is available to farm and ranch operations
of all types and sizes throughout the province. Producers, with the support of a trained planning advisor, are able to
identify their farm’s environmental strengths, prioritize any potential risks to the environment, and take advantage of
tools and potential cost-sharing incentives available to manage those risks. In some cases there may be cost share
funding (Beneficial Management Practices Program) available to assist producers in making environmental changes to
their operations.
For more information on the BC Environmental Farm Plan and Beneficial Management Practices Programs, please visit
www.bcefp.ca or 1-866-522-3447.

For more information
A Users’ Guide to working in and around water; understanding the regulation under British Columbia’s Water Act, Rev
ed. (2009) Ministry of Environment
Fish-stream crossing guidebook. Rev. ed (2012) B.C. Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations.
Standards and Best Practices for Instream Works (2004) Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection; Ecosystem
Standards and Planning: Biodiversity Branch
Do you have a stream, lake, ditch or wetland on or beside your property? Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural
Resource Operations, Pamphlet
To request a project review under the Fisheries Act, please visit:
Fisheries and Oceans Canada website – Projects near Water page
To submit a notification or approval under the Water Act, please visit:
Ministry of Forests, Land and Natural Resource Operations website - Water Act, Section 9: Approvals and Notifications
for “Changes In and About a Stream” page
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